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PLEASE READ
Any advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, is not
intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific issues. Nor is it sufficient to avoid taxrelated penalties. This has been prepared for information purposes and general guidance
only and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information
contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice.

No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this publication, and CohnReznick LLP, its
members, employees and agents accept no liability, and disclaim all responsibility, for the
consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the
information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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AGENDA
• Situation Assessment
• What Phase Are We In?
• Near-Term Questions & Strategies
• Long-Term Questions & Strategies
• Real Estate vs Technology – Footprint and Operations Reassessment
• Technology: Legacy Systems, Cloud Migration
• Questions & Answers
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SITUATION ASSESSMENT

SITUATION ASSESSMENT: HOW DOES THIS APPLY TO GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTORS?






Given the nature of a government contractor’s mission, there
may not be an easy real-estate or technology-driven solution
that applies given the importance a physical location has:
o
Government Site
o
Classified Work
Given those unique situations, the greatest strategy and
outcome could simply come from an economic restructuring
perspective.
Regardless of the mission's role, goals, and objectives, there
can always be a solution customized to that lease liability; it's
understanding that critical element(s) upfront that will provide
that government contractor with the most operationally sound
alternatives and outcome.
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SITUATION ASSESSMENT
- What does the term “workplace” now mean?
- Real Estate and/or Technology is not a binary
decision.
- Has WFH been productive? Can it be sustained?
- Can adaption turn into a true strategy?
- Could return to work be reimagined?
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WHAT PHASE
ARE WE IN?

ENTERING PHASE 3
Phase 1 – The Temporary Fix:
“Buy” 3 – 4 Months to ride out the storm (April – July)
Results: Rent Abatement, Rent Deferment, Extended Lease Terms
Issues: Not enough time. Doesn’t address potential long-term structural issues.
Phase 2 – A Near-Term Fix:
“Buy More Time” through year-end 2020 or June 2021
Results: Hybrid Rent Structures (CAM, Taxes, Percentage Rent), Lease Extensions
Issues: Makes the most sense if the Pandemic is resolved in early ‘21 but doesn’t address any other
fundamental concerns going forward.
Phase 3 – Holistic Re-Think in Operating Models:
Companies are rethinking their operating models – why?
Technology is allowing productive Work From Home (WFH)
Opportunities to reduce costs or hire in remote areas for rate competitiveness
Reliance on costly space (datacenters, lack of occupancy, density issues)
Long-term prognosis: what if something like this happens again?
Effects of allowability on excess capacity – how will that change?
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NEAR-TERM QUESTIONS
AND STRATEGIES

FORECAST (6-24 MONTHS)
WFH (Work from Home) vs Return to Work:
• Is WFH “working” for your staff and overall operations?
• Are there elements of ongoing operations that are sustainable in this manner? Or not?
• How important and critical are all existing locations? Could it make sense to reduce the footprint?
• What is the Return to Work thought process, timing and strategy? (Google: End of ‘21)
Culture, Collaboration & Safety:
• Can culture be fostered, preserved and created in a virtual environment?
• Has collaboration been diminished, enhanced or status quo?
• What safety redesigns can be incorporated into your existing or future workplaces? Does size, location
and access to transportation all factor in?
Liability & Expense Justification:
• If you find the lease(s) liability expenses burdensome now, what have or could you do to address this?
• Have you begun to invest more money into technology since COVID? Should this continue; if so, how?
• What elements in your current spaces (i.e. datacenters, studio space, labs, etc.) are mission critical and
which should you evaluate migrating to avoid reliance on a space/lease/location/landlord?
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STRATEGIES (6-24 MONTHS)
Renew vs Let Leases Expire:
•

If you have a lease coming due in the next 6 – 24 months, contemplate the following while a longer-term strategy
solidifies:
o Short-term renewal (1 or 2 years) to buy time
o Let leases naturally expire and maintain a virtual working environment until it’s more clear what you truly need
o Markets overall are likely to have significant corrections, these strategies can only improve leverage for tenants

Pay, Don’t Pay, Sublease, Buy-Out, Restructure:
•
•
•
•

If you don’t pay your lease obligations, you go into default and thereby lose options to the space and face lawsuits
Subleasing your space is always an option but more and more unlikely as the inventory of subleases mount and the
economy worsens.
Negotiated lease buyouts provide a solid quantifiable exit from the liability but can be difficult and sometimes costly to
effectuate
Restructures are a middle ground that can provide a much needed bridge through 2021.

Think, Plan and Mobilize for New Operating Environment:
•
•

•

Step 1: Come up with a new way to think about your operations, the use / need of space and where technology might fit in
Step 2: Once a strategic occupancy plan is created, define all the actionable steps needed to quantify the cost-benefits of
each initiative
Step 3: Begin to put the plan in play (this process takes a decent about of time given the nature of the obligations and
moving parts involved)
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KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER
LEASES

OPERATIONS

• Personal / Corporate Guarantees

• Current Use/Need of Space(s)

• “Good Guy” Clauses

• Location(s) of Datacenters

• Termination Rights

• Critical Infrastructure

• Security Deposits and Letters of Credit

• Should you Prune / Consolidate Locations

• Utility Provisions (in Default)

• Timing: How critical is/isn’t it to return to the
office?

• Access to the Space (in Default)

• Personal Property
• Rent Structure (Sustainability)
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• What does a hybrid operating environment
look like?
• Could you reduce your space by simply
cutting it in half?
• Classified Work Concerns

LONG-TERM QUESTIONS
AND STRATEGIES

FORECAST (24-60 MONTHS)
Is WFH a Permanent or Partial Solution:
• Could all of your operations be done virtually? If not, what percentage must need office space?
• Are there elements of ongoing operations that can be outsourced or handled in a needs-based manner?
(conferences, etc.)
• Could “hoteling” make more sense now as a long-term solution; if so, how?
Culture, Productivity, Collaboration & Safety:
• Could hybrid models of space & technology address these needs?
• What would be needed to enhance or off-set deficiencies in addressing these issues?
• In risk/contingency planning looking forward, we need to ensure a dynamic solution is always available
to a dynamic problem. At the moment, we are saddled with fixed solutions to dynamic problems.

Liability & Expense Justification:
• What is the plan if something like this happens again?
• Could certain lease provisions or modified language help?
• Do liabilities, corporate structures and lease signators need to change so that it’s easier to exit if/when
necessary?
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KEY ISSUES TO CONSIDER
• Who Signs the Lease? XYZ Location, LLC

• Change in space design

• Force Majeure – Enhanced Language

• Change in use / density

• “Good Guy” Clauses – Enhanced
Language

• Outsourcing of services & use of on-demand
options

• Termination Rights – Throughout a Lease
Term

• Consolidation / Relocation

• Letters of Credit that act as Buy-Out
amounts
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• Where Technology Fits In

REAL ESTATE AND
TECHNOLOGY ALIGNMENT –
FOOTPRINT & OPERATIONS
REASSESSMENT

HOW TECHNOLOGY FITS IN
Review IT:

Real Estate Costs, Network Costs, Storage Costs, Critical Facility Costs, Service Contract Costs,
Energy Costs

Abstract IT:

Most Organizations Have Little Memory Of What Is In Their Contracts That Create Ongoing
Expenses. The More Contracts, The Less Recall. If A System Is Not Already in Place, We Build
One For You

Mark-IT-To-Market: Organizations Need Ongoing Data To Assess Whether Existing Obligations Are Above Market,
Below Market, Or At Par – For Existing Obligations and Contemplated Future Ones
Execute IT:

Well Priced Services Are Ineffective If The Underlying Contract Is Inflexible, Allows Providers To
Increase Rates Significantly, or Does Not Align With Organizational Goals

Manage IT:

The Financial Management Of IT As A System and Process, Integrated with Corporate Real
Estate Management, Is Our Business. We Provide Advice About How You Spend Throughout
the Service Contact Lifecycle

Connectivity:

Internet Access, Cable, Lit and Dark Fiber, Copper, SD-WAN, Fixed Wireless, Managed Network
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HOW TECHNOLOGY FITS IN
Cloud- IaaS, PaaS, SaaS:

Public, Private, Hybrid, Cloud Desktops, Managed Cloud Hosting, Cloud Migration,
Cloud Strategy

UCaaS:

Voice, PBX Functionality, Presence Management, Integrated Messaging, File Sharing,
Single Number Reach, AV Conferencing, Collaboration Tools, Contact Center

Voice:

POTS & Dial Tone, Long Distance, Toll Free, T-1 PRI, Integrated T-1, SIP Trunking,
VoIP, Hosted PBX, Conferencing, Voice Audits, IP Migration Services

Data Center:

Ground Up Development, Powered Shell, Wholesale Suites, Colocation, Hybrid
Cloud, Decom

Security:

Physical Security as a Service, Firewall, Security as a Service, Remote Access,
Network Based Antivirus, Web Content Filtering, Intrusion Prevention, Intrusion
Detection, PCI Compliance
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HOW TECHNOLOGY FITS IN
Continuity:

Network Failover Solutions, Back Up Lines, Fixed Wireless, Network Monitoring, Cloud Back-Up
and Recovery, Cloud Computing, Cloud Communications, DR Strategy and Planning

Mobility:

Mobile Plans, Devices and Renewals, Mobile Expense Management, Device Sourcing, BYOD
Planning

Equipment:

Servers, Switches, Storage, Electrical switchgear, Generators, Mechanical Equipment

Energy:

Commodity Pricing, Tariff Negotiation, Master Energy Planning
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TECHNOLOGY:
LEGACY SYSTEMS,
CLOUD MIGRATION

LEGACY DATA SYSTEMS
- Examine Existing Data Center Liability:
- Within your space (Landlord leverage),
- Day-to-day management,
- Cost of infrastructure and expansion,
- Contracts in place,
- Build the Financial Model:
- Quantify expenses,
- Cost-benefits to the organization,
- Short-term & long-term strategy integration
- Strategy Assessment:
- Risk,
- Cost,
- Capital Investment,
- Human Resources
- Execution:
- Decommissioning,
- Lease Termination / Sale,
- Public/Private Cloud, Hybrid
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WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT

WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT
• Organizations have long talked about the need to be able to be completely capable of
operating anytime, anywhere, across the globe, around the clock. The truth, many were
not ready for this challenge, and COVID-19 proved it.
• Many organizations had to order new laptops, found workarounds for weak networks, and
resorted to using unsecured web-conference calls. The sad part, all these workarounds
were simply for base-level day-2-day operations. We haven't even talked about how
organizations scrambling to figure out patch-like fixes for their core business processes.
• Coming out of COVID-19, organizations generally agree, greater focus must be placed on
enabling the organization. The expectations of today’s workforce are changing and the
pandemic has accelerated that trend. To achieve employee satisfaction, efficiency and
effectiveness organizations must enable a hybrid working environment.
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TURNING THIS…

INTO THIS…

“My team can’t get work done without being in the office” →

“My team gets just as much work done without being in the office”

“I was looking at the wrong version of that document”

→

“Working on that file together saved so much back and forth time”

“We just can’t seem to get on the same page with our
partners”

→

“Our partners know what we need before we even ask for it”

“Our organization can only run some of the business
remotely, but there are gaps”

→

“We can operate all aspects of our organization remotely and
everything runs smoothly”

“Our network is not capable of handling the added
bandwidth”

→

“We’ve been able to reduce our IT Cost through workflow
automation”

“I’ve never heard about that product/service that we offer” → “I know another team in our organization that could help with that”
“Our team was never made aware of that company event” →
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”Our team feels connected regardless of location”

WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT
FOUNDATIONAL PILLARS
To enable Workforce Enablement it is necessary to focus on the following areas of your
organization, asses your current-state to define a target state and enable your organization to
operate across the digital and physical divide
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BUSINESS
CONTINUITY

COMMUNICATI ON
& AWARNESS

EXPANSIVE
COLLABORATI ON

ADAPTIVE
INFORMATION

INTEGRATI ON &
AUTOMATION

COMMUNITY
& CULTURE

Deploy adaptive plans
to ensure continuous
coverage and reduced
onsite exposure for
team members.

Provide continuous
transparent
communications to
internal and external
stakeholders.

Activate collaboration
tools for connecting
with team members,
customers, and
partners.

Leverage data to
drive enterprise
decision and reduce
risk through
proximity tracking.

Enhance existing
workflows through
the use of digital
and automate when
possible.

Ensure employees are
engaged and feel a
sense of belonging to
something larger than
themselves.

FOUNDATIONAL PILLARS

|

WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT APPROACH
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QUESTIONS? CONTACT US
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING RESOURCES

For more government contracting
insights, visit our GovCon360o
Resource Center at

CohnReznick.com/GovCon360
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